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From his Southern roots to his
westward expansion, designer
William Peace seeks projects,
people and places that reﬂect
his commitment to authenticity
WRITTEN BY Suzanna

President Charles Gandy in the mid1980s. The enormously successful
partnership of Gandy/Peace solidiﬁed
Atlanta’s design principle of mixing the
best of the past with a clean, contemporary aesthetic. The ﬁrm lasted 17 years,
until Gandy retired.

Cullen Hamilton

Early Days
William Peace was born in Lexington,
Kentucky, and studied interior design,
architecture and photography at the
University of Kentucky. Working in
residential architecture and construction was a formative experience for
Peace. “From setting foundation blocks
to speaking with the cleaning crew or
the owners, I learned the importance of
communicating with everyone involved
in the project and how to relate to people from all walks of life,” says Peace.

First Partnership
After a brief stint at Ferry, Hayes & Allen Designers in Atlanta, Peace joined
renowned designer and ASID National
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Peace Design rapidly expanded,
opening a Montana office in 2004. “In
the 1990s I fell in love with the majestic and magnetic vistas of the West,”
says Peace, “and that made me want
to explore how to create interiors that
complement the views rather than compete and overshadow the incredible
landscapes.”
Peace Design now employs 10 people. The ﬁrm relies on a palette of neutral backgrounds so that textures and
elements of the natural world can be
accentuated. “Whether creating sleek,
modernist urban interiors or textural, layered Western interiors, I strive for classic
design that incorporates objects, art and
decorative elements that are authentic
and pure,” says the designer.
Peace is a unifying force among
Atlanta’s top designers. “We are so fortunate to live and work in Atlanta, where
it’s a unique community of designers
that compete for projects,” he says. “But
we’re actually friends, and we inﬂuence
each other in positive ways.”
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Unifying Force
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Peace has won numerous awards
throughout the years, including
Southeastern Designer of the Year
and National ASID Project awards. In
2016 William Peace was awarded the
Georgia ASID Chapter Award for Design
Achievement.

Westward
Expansion
Regardless of geographical direction or
design ethos, Peace Design continues
to ﬂourish. “I have an amazing staff, and
we work on beautiful projects all over
the country,” says Peace. “But we rely
on our Southern roots as we expand
west in creating unique, interesting,
classic projects.”

Peace incorporates art, objects
and decorative elements that
are authentic and pure.
clockwise from above
Exotic treasures, tribal
antiques and animal
mounts pop against
textured barn-board
walls. Peace designed
this elegant high-rise
condominium around
a contemporary art
collection. Luxurious
materials such as
bronze, marble, leather,
wood, silk and mohair,
are layered throughout.
opposite, clockwise from
top A modern, masterful mix in a St. Regis
Atlanta residence. Designer William Peace.
“This is an authentic
classic Western cabin,
and we were respectful
of the setting so that
the interiors relate to
the landscape,” he says.
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